An Overview

Modern society obviously depends on electronic communication for much of its functioning. Among the many possible ways of communicating, the class of techniques
referred to as digital communicutions has become predominant in the latter part of the
20th century, and indications are that this trend will continue. There are a number of important conceptual reasons for this development, as well as some related to the advance
of technology and to economics, and we will discuss these shortly. First, however, we
should gain a working understanding of the digital communications process.
Digital communication is simply the practice of exchanging information by the use
of finice sets of sign&. In modern practice these signals are in the form of electrical
wavefoms or electromagnetic fields. The essence of digital communication can easily be
captured, however, by recalling more primitive “digital” techniques, say smoke signaling
or the use of colored flags in the nautical world. The allowable set of signals, represented
by patterns of puffs of smoke or by flag color and position, is finite, and the users are
communicating in a digital manner, albeit with a slow, rather unreliable method. As a
side note, the word digitul often suggests the number 10, but this usage IS too restrictive;
perhaps the term discrete cornmunicdons is more apt
Nondigital means of communication are known as analog communication and have
historically been more prevalent, although the first important electrical communication
device, the telegraph, is another simple digital example. A familiar analog system is
the traditional telephone network. The speech signal originates as an acoustic pressure
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wave in OUT vocat tract, and an d e c h i d d o g of this pacssun w ~ e produced
,
by
a microphoe, is sent through the switched telephone n e t w e Another illustnti~n
is tekvisim (seeing at a distance). where the intensity of a radio s i g d is varied, OT
modulated, by the outplt of a scanning camera. In both situotiatS, the messpge to
be communicatal is pswnably one from an infinite mllcdim Although the visual
or auditory system is incapam of resolving an arbitrarily large number of signals in
a given interval of time. the analog communication process pnmeds as if such w e r ~
possibk.'
Anather distinguishing trait is that analog systems are for thc most p
t operating in
continuous time, wh.ers digital schemes dways involve events on a disnQ time lim.
That is, m agne to smd a new signal from our finite set every T, secondp, whcre T,
is calkd the s w i n g intewal. The signaling interval is applicatiodepdent, typically
ranging between milliseconds and nanoseconds. Surprisingly m a p s , this discretization of both time and signal sets costs us nothing in terms of ultimate communication
cRiciency, a fundamental result of information theory. We will return to this notion
shortly.
The inmasing popularity of digital telecommunication techniques is due to several
fuctors.' The m t pminent are as follows:

1. Rse use of digital transmission supports the electronic oddnssing and routing
of mem a muhiuser system, for example in distributed electronic mail networks.
2. Digital messages associated with speech, video, or alphanumeric data files appear essentially identical, although their data rates may vary. Therefore, different forms
of information are easily accommodated by a digital transmission facility, or many separate and disparate sources can be multiplexed into one aggregate digital message. This
provides increased fixibU@v, or multimedia rnpbility. An illusbation is digital telephony. where N channels of audio (N = 24 and 32 in North AmericdJapan and Europe,
respectively) are multiplexed into a single bit stream having a transmission rate of 1.544
(or 2.048) megabits per second,respectively. These bit streams may in turn be combined
with other similar signals at higher levels in a multiplexing hierarchy, or, alternatively,
a digitized color television signal could perhaps substitute for N channels of audio. Still
another option would be to substitute a computer-tocomputer connection for an audio
channel.

3. Digital messages are more easily encrypted than analog waveforms. Such encryption can have two purposes: to make the message unreadable by unintended recipients and to provide electronic authentication of the sending party.
4. Digital messages may be accurately and rapidly stored and retrieved electronically, wherces in the analog realm, we are faced with tape recorders, photographic film,
and the like, which are beset with slow access time and lesser data integrity.

5. In pDgressing through a transmission system with several hops, or stages, the
digital message may be nconsritutcd at each stage, in contrast to the progressive accumu-
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m~ a~kphavsystem is steadily becaning mom digital in
w w ~ w i d and
~ , highdefinition ClevisiOn will likely involve many of tbe digital transmission pincipks discusscd hn.
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lation of noise and distortion in traditional analog systems, such as multihop microwave
FM telephony systems. The TAT-8transatlantic fiber-optic system employs some 100
~peatersat the bottom of the ocean to regenerate en route the high-bit-rate digital optical
signal, which conveys some 40,OOO simultaneous conversations.
Incidentally, the usual homage to digital technology, something like “digital circuits

are more reliable and less expensive than analog circuits designed to do the same thing,” is
not germane here, although one would probably concede its truth. We are not concerned
here with the circuit-levelimplementation of systems; in fact, a large part of the important
signal processing in digital communication systems must be done with analog components
or by making digital approximations to analog operations.
With some knowledge of the “what” and “why” aspects of digital communications.
let’s now begin to see “how” it’s accomplished.

1.1 A FRAMEWORKFOR DIGITAL COMMUN~CATIONS
In this text we shall address issues of single-souree/sing&&slimztion digital communication, although much of the practical interest in this material derives from multiuser
applications building upon our treatment. A generic model for such a point-to-point
digital communication system is shown in Figure 1.1.1. The givens of the system are the
informdon source, or message generator; the channel, or physical medium by which
communication is to take place; and the user, or information sink. These system elements are emphasized in shaded boxes, and are presumed to be the parts of the system
over which we have no control. We shall say more shortly about the other elements of
Figure 1.1.1. on which we can exert considerable design influence.

1.1.1 Sources, Channels, and Limits to Communication
The source may inherently be a discrete (or digital) source, such as an alphanumeric
keyboard generating a message, or it may produce a sequence of real-valued samples as
its message. In either case, elements of the source output sequence will be designated
W,. A third possibility, often the case in practice, is that the source output is an electrical
waveform W(t),continuous in amplitude and time, as in the example of a speech signal
produced by a microphone. In any situation, however, the information source is modeled
pbabilistically, and we will view messages as outputs from some random experiment.
(If messages to be sent were produced by a completely deterministic process, there is in
fact no information to be conveyed! Note this does not imply that human beings have
no causality or intent behind what they say or write; to potential recipients, however,
there is simply a priori uncertainty about the message to be received.)
’Ihe chunnal should be broadly understood as a physical mechanism that accepts
an input signal, denoted S(t) in Figure 1.1.1, and produces an output signal, R(t),which
in general is an imperfect rendition of S(t). Our waveform-level view of the channel
attempts to address the true processes of the channel, although popular discrete-time.
discrete-alphabet models for channels can be derived fromthe waveform counterparts.
Sec. 1.1

A F~uneworkfor Digital Communications
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The corruption of the signal is typically of two forms:
1. The addition of twise by electronic equipment used to perform the communication
process, or the influence of external noise processes such as cosmic and atmospheric
ekctrmagnctic noise or interfering signals,
2. Channel distodons due to physical channel limitations (e.g., the bandwidth limitations of the voiceband telephone channel, or a magnetic tape recorder/player).or
due to cammication equipment again, such as filters or amplifiers.

In any case, we assume there is

a well-defined mathematical model,. which includes
dcteministic and stochastic aspects, for the action of the channel on the input signal.
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